Moving Crops
This workshop is part of a project bringing together
a core group of scholars working collectively at the
intersection of history of science and technology,
history of commodities and history of food, to
experiment with space and time scales in historical
writing. Our goal is to produce narratives of crops
on the move through areas of the globe beyond the
West crossing different time periods.
The enlargement of historical scale reveals
important size-scale effects with crops originally
cultivated and processed small-scale converted
into large-scale enterprises. We are particularly
interested in detailing the planning processes involving circulation of knowledge, artefacts and
skills necessary to move crops around.
Considering the increasing interest in questions of
circulation by historians of science and technology,
the project constitutes an opportunity to engage
with the more ambitious historical accounts of
global histories. This may be particularly useful in
avoiding the typical over-simplifications of world
history when invoking science, technology, or nature
in its explanations of globalization processes. Not
all moved crops became commodities integrated in
world markets. Sometimes a new class of smallholders developed around introduced crops, complicating a history that has too often been written
as a natural evolution from local to global, from
small to large, from subsistence to commercialization, from traditional to modern.
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Moving Crops
Tu e s d ay - J u ly 1 9

M o n d ay - J u ly 1 8
09.30-09.45
Welcome
			Alina Cucu on behalf of 		
			Dagmar Schäfer

This workshop is designed to keep the discussion
as flexible as possible while making the best use of

09.30-11.00
Themed Discussion ctd.
				Led by Bray

the rich resources that our participants bring.

09.45-10.45
Introduction and Q&A		
			Working-Group:
			Bray, Hahn, Lourdusamy,
			Saraiva

Coffee Break
11.15-13.00
Themed Discussion ctd.
				Led by Saraiva

Coffee Break

Lunch

11.00-13.00
Individual Comments on Proposal
		
by Invited Participants
Besky, Coclanis, Evans, Hecht,
			
			
Kumar, Magee, Marsland, Nor			
ton, Popplow, Sedgwick, Shen

14.00-15.30
Themed Discussion ctd.
				Led by Lourdusamy

15.30-16.00

Library Visit

Lunch
14.00-15.00

Identify Main Discussion Themes

15.00-16.00
Themed Discussion
				Led by Lourdusamy
Coffee Break
16.30-18.00
Themed Discussion ctd.
				Led by Hahn
Dinner

Coffee Break

Please do bring to the table any suggestions and
materials you think we should know about, whether
it is references, case studies, images, software, etc.

16.30-18.00
Suggestions for Planning the
		Working-Group Book*
				all contribute
		

* continued over an informal dinner

